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25 March
Steel reinforcement-bar futures fell for the second time in three days in 
China as banks began implementing measures to prevent a housing 
bubble, which may cut demand for the material used in construction.

The yen fell against all its major peers as Bank of Japan Governor 
Haruhiko Kuroda outlined monetary easing steps in parliament to 
achieve a 2 percent annual inflation goal in two years.

Treasuries yielded the most versus German bunds in 33 months, 
reflecting demand for safety in Europe after Cyprus won a bailout that 
imposes losses on bond holders.

Chinese stocks fell for a second day, as declines by brokerages and 
material producers dragged the Shanghai Composite Index down 
the most in a week.

26 March
San Bernardino, the insolvent California city, sued the state’s tax and 
finance departments seeking to block them from withholding sales 
and property tax revenue owed to the city.

The won fell for the first time in three days as the risk of conflict on 
the Korean peninsula spurred sales of South Korea’s shares by global 
funds. Three- year bonds were steady, keeping their yield at a record 
low.

The cost of insuring corporate and sovereign bonds in the Asia-Pacific 
region against non-payment fell, according to traders of credit-
default swaps.

Most Asian shares rose after U.S. home prices climbed the most since 
2006 and orders for durable goods beat estimates. Gains by Japanese 
shares were limited as 79 percent of the companies in the Topix Index 
traded without dividend rights today.

28 March
Thailand’s baht headed for its first weekly loss in more than a month 
on concern the central bank will seek to curb exchange-rate gains to 
protect exporters.

Japan stocks swung between gains and losses as the yen headed for 
a weekly gain and after U.S. data showed economic growth slowed 
less than estimated. Trading volume was low as markets across Asia 
are closed for a holiday.

Japan’s manufacturers predict a rebound in production this month 
after the deepest slide since the aftermath of the March 2011 
earthquake, with the central bank poised to step up monetary 
stimulus next week.

Almost four months after a mass shooting at a Connecticut elementary 
school stirred calls to curb gun violence, President Barack Obama 
sought to boost flagging momentum in his drive for stricter firearms 
controls.

29 March
Asian stocks fell, led by Japanese shares, after a central bank survey 
of sentiment among the country’s largest manufacturers missed 
estimates. Copper, corn and natural gas fell while South Korea’s 
won slipped. U.S. stock futures were little changed after the gauge 
reached a record.

Asian stocks fell, led by Japanese shares, after a central bank survey 
of sentiment among the country’s largest manufacturers missed 
estimates.

　Japanese stocks fell as a central bank survey of large manufacturers’ 
sentiment missed estimates, underscoring the challenge new 
Governor Haruhiko Kuroda faces to beat deflation.

Treasuries fell as economists said private data today will show 
manufacturing expanded at close to the fastest pace in almost two 
years and the government will report later this week that the U.S. is 
adding jobs.

27 March
Australia’s banks boosted holdings of the nation’s state government 
bonds to a record in the fourth quarter as lenders prepare to meet 
new regulations aimed at making them more resilient.

Gold headed for a second quarterly loss as holdings in exchange-
traded products fell by the most on record and the dollar climbed 
on prospects for a U.S. recovery, eroding the metal’s allure as an 
alternative investment.

Japanese shares fell, paring the Topix Index’s best quarter since 
1988, after the yen strengthened on concern Europe’s debt crisis will 
intensify and as pending U.S. home sales slid.

Tsukasa Shimoda, a former fund manager at Morgan Stanley Asset & 
Investment Trust Management Co., will start a Japan-focused hedge 
fund amid increased appetite for the world’s second-largest equity 
market.
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